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Efficient technology for modern bicycle coating

Dear ladies and gentlemen,
 
the cycling season has begun. With increasingly spring-like temperatures, the demand for bikes is also
rising and will probably reach a record high this year, as it did in 2020. Design naturally plays a major role
- and so does an attractive and robust surface coating with liquid or powder paint. Read here how bicycle
manufacturer Cycle Union successfully coats its products itself with WAGNER technology.

Besides the companies Deyacolor, Henkel,
TIGER Coatings and Posterama, WAGNER is
also a member of the cooperation "the sppot",
which is all about innovative solutions for
finishing bicycle frames and accessories.

Have fun reading! 
The newsletter team of WAGNER Industrial Solutions

NEWS BY WALTHER PILOT 
How you can recover solvents and save costs

With solvent distilling devices, WALTHER Spritz- und
Lackiersysteme GmbH (member of the WAGNER Group)
contributes to more sustainability. The reduction of VOC
emissions can be summarized in three steps: Avoidance,
reduction and regeneration. The economical use of solvents and
their reuse protects the environment and your wallet.

SERVICE VIDEOS 
Quick instructions now available on YouTube

Our YouTube channel now also has its own
section with service videos, which we
regularly update. In these videos, we show
you tips and tricks as well as short
instructions on how to use our products and
service tools - for example, our service app.
Take a look!

ARCHIVE

Missed our newsletter?

You missed our last newsletter or want to read
the past articles again? From now on you will find
an overview of the last issues in our newsletter
archive. As a subscriber, you will of course
always receive the latest issue first!
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